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O. Summary
The use of some objectivistic optimum properties like U .l\f. P.(D) , M.S.(D) and
M.S.S .l\1.P .(D) is illust ra ted and another property "strongest wi th respec t to
Lebesgue-m easu re" is introduced. The attention is restricted to very simple testing
problems for two indep endent normals. Modifications or generalizations a re mentioned
somet im es, in order t o stress that each of t he prob lems to be considered is the
ultimate simplification of cert ain situations fr om actual practice. The la tter sit u -
ations are more complica te d from a technical point of view (multi-dimensionality,
nuisance parameters , non -normalit y ) but t he crux is still to decide what is the most
appropria te ob jectivistic optim um propert y .
Specia l interest may be request ed for (i) the optim um property " st ronges t w.r .
to Lebesgue-measure" (Section 2), (ii) critica l rem arks concerning maximin and
opt.imal-ji in t he sec t ions 6 and 7, (iii) a very simple example of an inadmissible
likelihood-ra t io test (Section 10), (iv) t he funny problem of Section 10 where a
U.M.P .(D) t est exists, D being t he class of a ll size-x tests t hat are both similar
size -x and invariant .
1. Introduction. The author is fascinated by the apparently simple
problems which arise when the random exper iment consists in observing
the outcome X= (Xl, X2) of X = (Xl, Xz) where Xl and X2 are independent
rando m variab les, Xi having the normal N(Ot, 1) distribution. The sim-
plicity of t hese problems results from the possibility of plotting both
the sample point x = (Xl, X2 ) and the parameter points () = (01, O2) with
respect to the same Cartesian coordinate system in RZ. Of cour se the
sample space is R2 whereas the parameter space Q of all possible values
of () will be some subset of R2. We shall restrict the attention t o test ing
problems in the Neyman-Pearson formulati on . The (null-) hypothesis II:
(} E Qo has to be tested against the alternative (hypothesis) .A: 0 E Q1
where Qo () Q1=0; Qo U Q1=Q. F or that purpose the statistician will
have to construct a test-function cp: R2~ [0, 1] (cp Borel- or Lebesgue -
measurable) such that cp E Wa where Wa is the class of all size-a tests
(£x is a predetermined constant , we always hav e £x = .05 in min d). Of course
cp E Wa if and only if Ea(cp) ~£X for all 0 E Q o.
We shall consider a number of interest ing tes ting problems (they are
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interesting because they have applications or interpretations in real-life
situations). These problem s will be formulated by means of the following
regions. WQ is defined by 01 = 02= 0; W I by 02= 0; W2 by 02 ~ 0 ; wa by 02> 0 ;
W4 by 01= 0 ; W5 ("P ) by 01= O2 tg ("p) and (01,02)"'" (0, 0) ; W6("P) by O2> 0
and l(h l ~02tg("P) ; W7 ("P ) by O2<0 and 1 01 1 ~- 02 tg ("P ) . Here "p denotes
some fixed angle 0~ "p~ ~n.
Fig. I.
The reader is requested to make a drawing of these regions. These
drawings ar e necessary for a good und erstanding of the rest of this paper.
Most of the region s are indicated in fig. 1. bu t it is mu ch better to have
eight separate drawings.
2. Some objectivistic optimum properties in the N eyma n-Pearson theory.
Usually there does not exist a unique V .M.P. (<P,) test (of course tests
are identified when they are identical a .e. with respect to Lebesgue
measure). The objectivist would like to cons truct complete classes of tests
but these results are of limited interest from the p racti cal point of view :
the client requires a particular test. A sub ject ivist might start to argue
with his client about "a priori degrees of belief" . Obj ectivists have the
opinion that such discussions lead to nothing but indoctrination of the
client by the statistician , unl ess the sit uat ion is one with repeated ex-
perimentation (see empir ical Bayes procedures and other studies which
constitute a bridge between the obj ecti vistic and t he subject ivist ic point
of view). Assuming that the situation is one where the client can only
be persuaded to select a value of eX, and that a V .M.P. (q)",) test does not
exist, the statistician finds himself in the unfavorable posit ion that he
has to propose a particular test though he knows that each proposal will
have disadvantages. His only guidelines are the elega nce of certain princi-
ples and criterions, and the inspect ion of the power-propert ies. It is very
elegant to restrict the a t te nt ion to some subclass DC q)" by requiring
unbiasedness, invariance, similar ity (or a combinati on of these) , hoping
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that there will exist a U.M.P.(D) test. An interesting example will be
given in Section 10. Of course objectivists like to remark that the above-
mentioned restricti on s may lead to an unreason abl e result. In [15] Section
8 for example, there exis ts a U .:M.P. unbiased size-« t est which in some
sit uat ions is less attractive than another very simple S.M.P. size- ze t est
(the sign -t est ) from an over -all power point of view (of course each U .il'r.P.
unbiased size-a test is admissible).
Next assume that a U.M.P.(D) test doe s not exi st for reasonable sub-
classes DC tP". One might use the generalized likelihood-ratio principle,
but the object ivist will prefer to formulate an op timum property for
the over-all power fun ction like "maximin size-x (with respect to some
partition of fh) " or "o pt imal-(:I (with respect to some partition of Qr)" ,
and the following op timum properties that are not less attractive for
most situations. Let D denote the subclass of tP" to which the attention
is restricted. Let (:I", : Q 1 -+ [0, 1] with (:1",(0) = Eo(rp) denote the power-
function of test tp, Let (:ID*: Q 1 -+ [0,1] with (:ID*(O)= SU P"' ED (J",(O) denote
the envelope power-function with respect to class D. Moreover y""D =
=(JD * - f3", is called the short coming of test rp with respect to class D.
DEFINITION 2.1. tp" is said to be M.S.(D) (most st r ingent with respect
t o class D) if and only if (i) tp" E D and (ii)
(2.1) sup )'",*,D(O)= inf sup )'"" D(O).
DE!}, "' ED OED,
In case D = tP", tp" is ca lled m ost stringent size-x . This optimum property
was introduced by Wald in about 1941. It is often ve ry difficult to construct
the M.S.(D) test, unless this t est also satisfies othe r op timum properties
like e.g. U.M.P. invariant size-x , For examples of M.S. size-ze tests that
are not V.M.P. invariant, see [10] , [11] , [13] and [18] . For testing problems
with restricted alternat ive (see [12]), t he criterion M.S .S.M.P.(D) can
ofte n be easily sat isfied . A t est rp is said to be S.M.P.(D) (somewhere most
powerful with respect t o class D) if and only if (i) rp ED and (ii) 1'"" D(O) = °
for some 0 E Q1. Of course S.M.P.(D) tests are admissible, when D =tP"
(or the class of all unbiased size-a tests) and certain uniqueness assumptions
are satisfied. Let 0 denote the class of all S.M.P.(D) tests.
DEFINITION 2.2. rpo is said to be M.S.S.M.P.(D) if and only if (i) rpo E 0
and (ii)
(2.2) sup 1'",. ,D(O) = inf sup 1'", . D(O).
OED , ", EO OED,
Of course (JD*= f3c* on account of the weak-compactness theorem.
Hence rpo is il'r.S.S.M.P.(D) if and only if rpo is M.S.( C).
It is obvious that the criterion M.S.S.M.P.(D) may lead to quite un-
reason able (though admissible) results. By restricting the attention t o 0
one may throw out the baby with the bathwatcr ; it often seems to be
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unreasonable to require that ylp ,D(O) = °for some 0 E ill , one will expect
pretty large values of yIp,n elsewhere. This obvious disadvantage is also
the streng th of the criterion M.S.S.M.P.(D) for problems with a restricted
alternative (see [12]): S.M.P.(D) tests can often be performed easily while
the M.S.(C)=M.S.S.M.P.(D) te st To is determined by op ti mal weights
which can be determined expli citly for many problems from actual practice
(see [12] Part II) .
In the definitions 2.1 and 2.2 we tried to minimize the sup-norm of
the shortcoming. This is not a sacred principle at all. One might equally
well minimize some other lp-n orm (1 ~p<oo) of the short coming ylp,D :
ill -7 [0, 1] (we assume that the at tent ion is restricted to If's satisfying
If E D) , though the objectivist will feel uncomfortabl e because he will
have to introduce a certain weight-function and the reasonableness of
this depend s on what is regarded as a natural param etrization of the class
of densities {Po(x) ; () E ilI} over the sample space. Nevertheless the follow-
ing optimum property seems to be at tract ive from an object ivistic point
of view. We assume that ill is some two-dimensional subset of R2 with
A(.f.h) >°where A is Leb esgue-measure; in our applicat ions we have
A(.f.h) = 00 (Sections 3, 4, 6, 7 and 11- in Section 11 one has to modify
the following theory because ill is one-dimensional with A(ill) = 00).
DEFINI'l'ION 2.3. Ifl is called st rongest w.r. to A (and class D) if and
only if (i) If l E (/>IX and (ii)
(2.3) - 00 < f yip" D(O)d}.(O) = inf S Yip ,D(O)dA(O) < 00.
ill Ip ' ~IX ill
Class D was introduced in this definition for the sale purpose of re-
marking that under regularity conditions it does not matter which class D
is considered . In the rest of this sect ion we always assume D = (/>IX with
as a result that Yip cannot assume negative values and that we can delete
D in the not ations ylp,n and (JD*.
If J.(ill) < 00 then f fJ*d }.< 00 and If l is strongest w.r. to }. if and only
if Ifl max imizes f fJlpd}" or equivalent ly (Fubini) if and only if If l is M.P.
size-ze for testing H against the simple alternative that X has the density
{A(ill)}-ln(x) where
(2.4) n(x) = f Po(X)dA(O).
ill
If H is simple and po the density under H, then Ifl is obtained easily by
applying the Neyman-Pearson fundamental lemm a : If l rejects if and only
if the ratio e= n/p o is sufficient ly large.
If }.(ill ) = 00 , then this approach breaks down because it generally turns
out that f fJ*d}. = 00 while f fJlpd}" = 00 holds for man y gi s. Hence there
does not exist a unique test ma ximiz ing f fJlpdA. Nevertheless there gener-
ally (for counter-examples, sec Remark 1) does exist a unique test Ifl
satisfying Definition 2.3 while Ifl again rejects if and only if e= nlpo is
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sufficiently large (we rest rict the attention to a simple hypothesis H) .
In order t o pr ove this result, we cannot start from the formula
because this degenera tes int o 00 - 00. The trick is no w to introduce an
auxiliary test tp' for which f Yrp,d},<oo, next to write
(2.5)
and finally to show that the last integral is minimized when cP is the
test CPl.
We work this out in a more abstract context. Suppose the simple
hyp othesis Il ha s t o be tested that X ha s the probability distribution
Po over the outcome space.
The composite alternative A states that X has a distribution Po out
of the class {P o; 0 E QI}. Q l is a subset of some R» such that Lebesgue-
measure can be defined over Ql and A(Ql ) > O. We ass ume that Po and
all P o's are absolutely continuous with respect t o some a-finite measure
f-l over ff (measurability condit ions are disregarded). The corresponding
(non-negative regular version of the) Radon-Nikodym der ivat ives are
denoted by po and Po.
THEOREM 1. Assuming O<£x < l , O<Po(x) < 00 and O<n(x) <oo lor all
x E ff (n being defin ed in (2.4)), the lollowing holds .
(i) E xistence. There ex ists a test CPl and a constant k E (0, 00) such that
(2.6)
(2.7)
E o(cpl) = J cpldPo = £x
:!£
and, using the notation e = n /p o,
~ 0 when e(x) < k
g'l (X) = ( 1 when e(x) > k
(ii) S u fficiency. II there exis ts a size-« test tp' with SYrp,dA<oo, then each
test CPl satisly ing (2.6) and (2.7) is stronqesi w.r. to A.
(iii) N ecessity. II cP is strongest w.r. to A then Eo(cp) = cx and there exists a
constan t k such that CP( X)=cpl(X) lor almost ('i) all x with e(x) #k .
PROOF. The formulation of Theorem 1 closely resembles the formu-
lation of the Neyman-Pearson fundamental lemma in L EHMANN [9]. The
pr oof is also similar, bu t there appear some peculiar difficulties.
(i) See [9] p . 65 ; it also follows that, under certain regularity as-
sumptions , the constant k is uniquely determin ed . Always 00 > k > O.
(ii) On account of (2.5) we t ry to find cP E (/J", such that
(2.8)
(Fubini) is maximized. We must show that CPl does the job. For that
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purpose, suppose cP E W e< and CPI is determined by (2.6) and (2.7). Then,
writing formally,
1
S (cpI-CP') ndf.l- S (cp-cP') ndf.l= S (cpI-Ip) ndf.l+
!!£ !!£ {Z; 'P, lz l>'I'IZn(2.9) (2.7) (2.6)
+ S (cpI -Ip) ndf.l~k S (lpl-CP) podf.l = k{Eo(lpl) -Eo(cp)} ~O.
{z;'P,(z l< 'PCz)}
This computation makes sense when all integrals appearing are finite.
This is insured by the existence of a test tp' with S'Y'P,d},,< = .
In order to show that S(CPI - cp')ndf.l is finite , consider first the negative
part
12.7)
S (g;l-g;')-ndf.l= S (g;'-cpI) ndf.l ~ k Eo ( g; ' ) .
!!£ {z;'P,lx)<'P'(zn
Thus our integral is finite or +=. In the latter case we find (see (2.5)
and (2.8))
which is a contradiction because SY'Pld}" ~O on account of g;l EWe<'
With respect to the finiteness of S(g;-g;')ndf.l , we remark that we can
simply restrict the attention to g;'s for which this integral is finite.
This completes the proof of (ii).
(iii) Now the conditions of (ii) are satisfied ; g; and tp' both are strongest
W.r. to ).. The inequalities in (2.9) all are equalities. But k>O. Hence
Eo(g;)=eX and
S (g;l-g;) ndf.l=k S (g;l-g;) podf.l
{z;'P.Czl > 'I'Cz) } {X; 'P,CZI>'I' (xl}
with as a result that
f.l({x; g;1(X) > g;(x)} n {x ; n(x) "" kpo(x)}) = O.
Similarly
f.l({x; g;1(X)< g;(x)} n {x; n(x) "" kpo(x)}) = O.
This completes the proof.
REMARK 1. For testing a simple hypothesis, one can often show that
the classical test that is optimal for the unrestricted alternative, can be
used as the auxiliary test tp',
When the hypothesis is =- composite, then usually S'Y'Pd},,== for
all cp E (/Je< with as a result that Definition 2.3 cannot be satisfied. This
establishes an important disadvantage of the criterion "strongest w.r.
to },," compared with "M.S. size-e.": a M.S. aize-x test exists under regu-
larity conditions, but Definition 2.3 cannot generally be satisfied for
composite H.
This is illustrated by means of the following example. X = (Xl, X 2 , Xa);
Xi's independent N(O(l 1). Hypothesis H: fh=02=O (Oa unspecified); AI-
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ternative A: (81, 82) E!N (83 unspecified) where Ql' is some subset of R2.
Let qJl: R2 --+ [0, 1] be the optimal test for the two-dimensional problem
which is obtained when X 3 and 83 are deleted. One would like to propose
the test qJ: R3 --+ [0,1] with qJ(X1, X2, X3)=qJl(X1, X2) for the three-dimen-
sional problem. But obviously SYqJdA=OO.
REMARK 2. It is interesting to remark that in the case of an unre-
stricted parameter-space we often have n(x)=c for all x E:1£. In that case
qJl rejects for outcomes x with Po(x) sufficiently small. Example: let X
have the binomial B(n, 8) distribution over :1£={0, 1, ... , n}; f1 is counting
measure. H: 8=e and A: 8=f-e where e is some fixed number, say e=!.
We get n(x) = S(:) 8x(1 - 8)n-xd8 = 1/(n + 1). Test qJl rejects for x whose
probability Po(x) is sufficiently small. This is Fisher's method of con-
structing a critical region by collecting the outcomes with the smallest
probabilities. It now follows that this method leads to a test qJl that is
strongest w.r. to A (of course qJl is not unbiased).
REMARK 3. (the "fundamental dilemma" in the objectivistic approach
to statistical inference). For many of the simple problems to be considered,
different objectivistic optimum properties are satisfied by different tests.
We are fascinated by these problems because they constitute examples
of this fundamental dilemma which are not obscured by technical diffi-
culties.
One will have "to compare the optimum properties" with respect to
the specific situation under consideration. We distinguish three points
of view: (i) the elegance, (ii) the resulting power properties, (iii) the
manageability of the test obtained. Unfortunately, a confrontation of
these aspects may easily lead to a conflict.
With respect to (i), we believe that many objectivists will agree upon
the following guidelines. Global optimum properties, like U.M.P.(D),
M.S.(D), strongest w.r. to A, M.S.S.M.P.(D), maximin, optimal (fJ), are
more elegant than local optimum properties which are more elegant than
for example the property of being obtained by means of the (generalized)
likelihood-ratio principle. The latter principle is not an optimum property
at all; it is a principle to derive a test statistic which principle is formulated
without reference to the power properties. Among the global optimum
properties one will consider U.M.P.(D) to be most elegant, at least when
D is a nice subclass of t1>", which is obtained by requiring unbiasedness,
invariance and (or) similarity. Of course U.M.P.(D) is more elegant than
U.M.P.(D') when D J D'. Next suppose that U.M.P.(D) cannot be satisfied.
Then one will prefer M.S.(D) and strongest w.r. to A over M.S.S.M.P.(D)
from the point of view of elegance. With respect to maximin and optimal
(fJ) we remark that these properties are often satisfied with respect to a
certain distance-function or partitioning of Q 1 and that it is often shown
that a particular S.M.P.(D) test is (uniformly) maximin or optimal (fJ)
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with respect to such a partitioning. In such situations the criterion
M.S.S.M.P.(D) is obviously more elegant.
With respect to (ii), (the power properties), it is very well possible
that from a common sense point of view (see [13]), for example, the power
properties of a M.S.S.M.P.(D) test are preferred over those of a M.S.(D)
test. Or that a particular S.M.P. size-ex test (which is not unbiased) is
preferred over a U.M.P. unbiased size-ex test ([15] Section 8).
With respect to (iii), (the manageability of the test obtained), it often
happens that less elegant optimum properties are satisfied by tests that can
be managed better. In [12], for example, easily applicable M.s.S.M.P.(D)
tests are constructed for very intricate problems from actual practice,
for which it is very difficult to construct the likelihood-ratio size-ex tests
and practically impossible to satisfy the more elegant optimum properties
M.S.(D) and strongest w.r, A.
We shall now consider the problems that were introduced at the end
of Section 1.
3. S2o=wo; S21=R2_WO. The classical X2 test tp' that rejects if and
only if XI2+X22~xLxis U.M.P. invariant size-ex, M.S. size-ex (see [9]) and
strongest w.r. A. For the last property, see Theorem 1; n( x) = 1 for all x;
e(x)=2nexp {!(XI2+X22)}, hence cpI(X) = 1 if and only if X12+X22 is suffi-
ciently large.
4. S2o=wo; S21=R2_WI. Compare with Section 3. The invariance
considerations are no longer of application, but the X2 test tp' is still M.S.
size-ex and strongest w.r. A. This test will not have any reasonable com-
petitor from an objectivistic point of view of over-all power properties.
REMARK. The formulation DI: (J2=1= 0 strongly suggests that the test
which rejects if and only if [x21 > ut", is very reasonable. Of course this
test is admissible; it is even S.M.P. unbiased size-ex but it is a very bad
test from an over-all point of view, with the maximum shortcoming equal
to I-ex (higher dimensional cases in [12] Sections 2.13 and 2.14.)
A PROBLEM FROM PRACTICE. Suppose one observes k independent random
variables Si having binomial Bitu, Pi) distributions (i= 1, ... , k; ~'s known,
p/s unknown successprobabilities). Hemelrijk and Van Eeden considered
testing H: PI = ... =Pk of homogeneity of the probabilities against the
alternative A: .2 (2i - k - 1)pi =1= O. They proposed a two-sided test based
on the test-statistic .2 (2i-k-l)ni-ISi. From the discussions above it
follows that this is a bad test for testing H against A: the classical x2-test
with k -1 degrees of freedom is approximately M.S. size-a because it
has this property for the unrestricted alternative (this contradicts Remark
3 in [8] p. 195 where it is surmised that the power properties of the x2-test
are worse).
5. S20=WI or S20 = W 2 ; S21=W3. The test which rejects if and only if
X2 > U'" is U.M.P. size-a. This is shown as follows. For ((JI, (J2) E DI introduce
7 Indagationes
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((iI, 0) as the least-favorable parameterpoint in Qo. The above-mentioned
test is M.P. for testing (01, 0) against (01, ( 2) (this follows from the Neyman-
Pearson fundamental lemma). But the test belongs to the class of size-IX
tests for testing the composite hypothesis H: 0 EO Qo. Hence M.P. size-«
for H against the simple alternative (01, ( 2 ) EO Ql. Hence V.M.P. size-«.
REMARK. In multidimensional situations (see for example FERGUSON'S
beautiful book [7] Section 5.4 Problem 6), one often starts by applying
the general method for constructing V.M.P. unbiased size-« tests for
multiparameter exponential families. In one-sided situations one ought
to be careful and try to show that the V.M.P. unbiased test is also V.M.P.
size-a, for the latter criteron is much more compelling. In [15] Section 8
a problem from practice is described where in certain situations a V.M.P.
unbiased test exists which is less attractive from an over-all point of
view than the sign test which obviously then will not be unbiased (the
sign test is one of the S.M.P. size-a tests).
6. no=wo; nl=W3=W6(~1t). This is a one-sided analogue of the
problem of Section 4- and a limiting situation for Section 7. The situation
is less clear than in Section 4- because the M.S. size-« test tp" is unknown.
In [14] the problem to obtain tp" was described as a continuous linear
programming problem that might be solved iteratively by means of
successive discretizations; but the numerical task seems to be forbidding.
The idea behind the results in [11], [13] and [18] is that one could guess
that the solution of the dual problem (the least favorable distribution
over the alternative) was of a certain kind. This guess turned out to be
correct in certain situations but wrong in others. For the problem under
consideration guesses can be made but we are afraid that, after performing
the corresponding enormous computational task, they may turn out to
be wrong.
STRONGEST WITH RESPECT TO LEBESGUE-MEASURE. Apply Theorem 1.
Let l/J denote the cumulative distribution function of the normal
N(O, 1). Then
and the test CPl will reject for large outcomes of
(6.1 )
One can show that x2 + 2 elog {l/J(x)} is a strictly increasing (even convex:
positive second derivative) function of x over the real line, climbing from
- 00 to +00. The critical region of CPl will be sketched in fig. 2; in fig. 3
power-properties will be characterized.
LIKELIHOOD-RATIO. The likelihood-ratio test f('2 can be obtained easily
and is sketched in fig. 2 (multi-dimensional situations have been considered
in [12], Section 2.15).
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Next we consider three other approaches, each providing the test cpo
whi ch reje cts if and only if X2 ~ U " . Though t his tes t is admissible (it is
the unique (a.e. i.) U.M.P. test against W6 (0)), it will follow from t he
power compar ison at the end of this section that cpo is a bad test. T his
could also be ant icipate d from Section 4. Thus t he followin g three ap-
proaches may lead to un satisfactory results.
Mos'r STRINGENT SO?llEWHERE MOST POWERFUL. The test t ha t rejects
for large values of OIXI +82X2 is M.P. against t he simple a ltemative
(01, ( 2) , Thus the class of all S.wLP. size-ce t ests is obtained eas ily a nd
consists of the tests that reject for large outcomes of the corresponding
test -statistic W I X I +W 2X 2(W2 > 0). It is seen easily t hat each test of t his
kind has the maximum shortcoming equal to I except for the test cpo
which is obtained when W I = O. This test cpo has the maximum shortco ming
equa l t o I- IX and hence this is the unique M.S.8. M.P . size-« test.
UNIFORMLY MAXIMIN. Obviously each sizo-a test has t he minimum
power over QI not larger t han IX. Each unbiased size-x test has maximin
power , and conse quently the maximin criteri on is not of direct applicat ion .
One migh t argue as follows. Th e formulation QI = {(Ol , ( 2 ) ; O2 > O} suggests
that it is natural to consider an indifference zone QI(e) = {(OJ, ( 2) ; 0 < 02 < e}
or, equivalently, subalternatives of the form A e: 0 E We={(Ol, ( 2 ) ; Oz ~e}.
Now it is seen eas ily t hat cpo is the unique maximin size-x test for testing
H : 0 E Do= Wo against A e. Bu t cpo does not depend on e and hence cpo is
" uniformly maximin" with respect to t he above-mentioned class of sub-
al ternatives. Thus a 8.M.P . t est is shown to have some maximin property.
Similar resul ts arc proved by Doksum a.o . (see for example [5]) for intrica te
nonparametric problems where it seems to he very difficult t o find t he
M.S.s .M.P. test. Nevertheless the exa mple shows that t he criterion uni-
forrnly maximin is not very sat isfacto ry becau se it depends heavily on
the class of subalte rnat ives considered. If one would have defined A/ :
()E Wn' = {(01,02) ;02 > 0,012 +022 ~e} then cpo is no longer maximin .
OPTIMAL-fJ }'OR 1<~ACH f3 >IX. This approach is similar to t he maximin
approach. Let e(fJ) be t he smallest value of e such that Eo(cpo)~ {3 for all
(J E A I!' It is seen easily t hat each other size-« test cp (cp = cpo a .e , J. does
not hold) satisfies Eo(g;) < fJ for some 8 E A e,P)' Thi s establishes a certain
optimum property of !po : cpo is opt imal-{3 for each {3 > IX with respect t o
the class of suhaltern at ives {AI!; e > O} (see DAVIES [4]) .
A POW1<~R-COMPAmSON , For IX = .05 the cri ti cal regions defined by tp«,
CPI and cpz arc drawn in fig. 2. Let
Y'l'(lp) = sup Y9,(e sin 11' , (! cos 11' )
I! > O
denote t he maximum of the short coming of test cp over the half-li ne l
in QI that makes an angle II' with the positi ve X 2 , Oz-axis (see fig. 2). A
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very good idea of the power-properties of the three tests tpo, tpi and tp2
can be obtained by plotting the corresponding graphs of Y'I'('If) as a function
of 'If (fig. 3).
X2
Y<p (ijl)
t
(-1.0) (1.0) x1
(0.-1)
·10
0 It/A It /2
--+ijl
Fig. 2. Fig. 3.
The classical X2 test which rejects for X I 2 +X 22 sufficiently large, is
also mentioned in fig. 3. It turns out that the M.S.S.M.P. test tpo is very
bad. By restricting the attention to the S.M.P. tests, we have thrown
out the baby with the bathwater. Both tpi and tp2 are attractive. We
would prefer tpi from an over-all point of view.
A PROBLEM FROM PRACTICE. Consider the one-sided analogue of the
problem at the end of Section 4 where now H: PI = P2= ... = Pk has to
be tested against A : ~ (2i - k -1 )Pi> O. The test rejecting for large values
of ~ (2i-k-1)ncISi plays a part similar to that of qJO. Thus this will
be a bad test though one might be able to show that the test is "approxi-
mately M.S.S.M.P. size-ex". It is much better to apply the likelihood-ratio
principle (see [12] Section 2.15) or to replace the problem by an asympto-
tically equivalent problem that is formulated in terms of normally dis-
tributed random variables, in order to propose to use a test that is good
for the latter problem (see [12] Section 2.11).
7. no=wo; nl=W6(~). This is the simplest situation of a non-de-
generate testing problem where the alternative is restricted by a number
of inequalities; here the inequalities
(see [12]).
Especially the case 'If = n/4, where QI is a quadrant, has been considered
carefully. In [12] Ch. 4 the M.S.S.M.P. test tpo and the likelihood-ratio
test were considered. In [11] and [18] VAN ZWET and OOSTERHOFF made
a very careful comparison of the power properties of the M.S. size-ex
test tp", the M.S.S.M.P. size-ex test qJo, the likelihood-ratio size-ex test tpz
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and some other tests based on attractive test -stat ist ics among which
Fisher's omnibus test 'P3 whi ch rejects for large values of
(7.1)
where Y I=(XI +X2)!V2 and Y 2=(X2-XI) !V2.
The surprising result of t heir power-compari son is that this te st of
Fisher is extremely at t ract ive from the point of view of over-all power,
notwithstanding the "opt ima lity" of tp" and 'Po. This resul t raises curiosity
with respect to the test 'PI that is st rongest w.r . A.
In [13] a comparison was made of 'Po and 'P* for ar bit ra ry values of 1jJ
(satisfying the restriction t hat the M.S. te st 'P* could be obtained). The
result was that for 1jJ "s ufficien t ly small" neither of these tw o tests provides
a worthwhile improvement upon the other. It was boldly extrapolated
that then rpo cannot be improved upon to a worthwhile extent by any
other test. OOSTERH01!'I!" S work [II] shows that this extrapolation is not
correct. For 1jJ = n/4 the po wer properties of 'P3 seem to be nicer than those
of eit her rpo or 'P*.
MOST STRINGENT SIZE-a. F or obtaining 'P* and its power see [13]. There
'P* was obtained for 1jJ ~1jJo(cr)(a ) where 1jJo(cr)(a) is a certain critical an gle.
STRONGEST W.R. TO J.. To obtain 'PI is a straigh tforward but compu-
tat ionally intricate application of Theorem 1. Only for 1jJ = in (Section 6)
and 1jJ= n /4 (the van Zwct-O osterhoff case of a quadrant) simplificat ions
are possible. Thus consider the 1jJ =n/4 case. It is conve nient to introduce
new axes along t he edges of Ql . Thus we consider t he problem with
Qo' = Wo ; Q1' = {(£:It , 82) ; 01> 0, 8 > O}. Apply Theorem 1. n (x ) = (J)(XI)(J)( X2).
Test 'PI rej ects for large outcomes of
2
(7.2) I {X i 2+2 Clog (J)(X i )}
i =l
(see the discussion after formula (6.1)). Of course by applying a simple
rotation we obtain the test 'PI for our original problem.
LIKELIHOOD-RATIO SIZ1D-a . Test 'P2 is obtained easily . The critical region
is bounded by two half-lines and the part of a circle inside Q1 = W6(1jJ).
MOST STRINGENT SOMEWHERE MOST POWERFUL SIZE-a. Test cpo which
rejects if and only if X2~ U", is easily seen t o be t he unique M.S.S.M.P.
size-a test. Obviously the cri terion M.S.s.M.P .(D) is attractive from the
prac tical point of view: one does not need new tables. It has been shown
in [12] that many test ing problems where the alternative is restricted by
inequalities, can be attacked by means of criterions M.S.S.ilLP.(D) and
that t he te sts obtained can be applied easily . Unfor tunately the power
propert ies of the M.S.S.:M.P.(D) test cpo may be very bad as we have seen
in Section 6 for the 1jJ = in case . We have conject ured in [12] and [13]
that one cannot improve up on t he power-properties of cpo to a worthwhile
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extent if 'f/J is "sufficiently small". Then, of course, if 'f/J is "sufficiently
small", rpo is the most attractive test because of its simplicity. The basic
problem is to find out which values of'f/J are "sufficiently small". OOSTER-
HOFF'S work [11] shows that we were too optimistic in [12] and [13]:
for 'f/J=nj4 and IX=.05 there exist tests like Fisher's test rpa which have
nicer power properties than rpo from a common-sense over-all point of
view.
UNIFORMLY MAXIMIN AND OPTIMAL-jJ. These criterions are satisfied by
rpo, if we consider the sub-alternatives A e : 0 E we = {O; 0 = (01, O2) E Q1,
O2 ;;:;; e}. The same objections hold as in Section 6. Other distance functions
provide other results. If for example Ae would have been defined by the
inequality VIOl +V202;;:;; e then the test which rejects for large values of
VIXl +V2X2 (which is a S.M.P. aize-ze test) would be "optimal". In more
complicated testing problems with a restricted alternative (see [12]) the
construction of such sub-alternatives seems to be a very arbitrary ap-
proach: either a particular S.M.P. test is shown to be "optimal" (and
then M.S.S.M.P.(D) is more reasonable in our opinion), or it is extremely
difficult to obtain the optimal test for a certain value of e (and another
value of e provides another optimal test).
COMPARING THE TESTS IN THE VAN ZWET-OOSTERHOFF CASE 'f/J = n/4 ;
IX= .05. In this section we tried to summarize the relevant results of [11],
[12] and [13] and we introduced test rpl. We shall have to compare the
power-properties of rpl with those of tp", rpo and rp2. We restrict the attention
to the 'f/J=n/4 case because then rpl can be obtained relatively easily.
In fig. 4 the critical regions of tp", rpo and rpl are drawn. In fig. 5 we plotted
the maximum of the shortcoming over the half-line l('f/J) (see fig. 4) as a
function of 'f/J. We borrowed the graph for test rp2 from OOSTERHOFF'S
results on [11] p. 107. Graphs for Fisher's test rpa have not been presented
in the figs. 4 and 5 because these graphs are very close to those of rpl.
The results for tp" and rpo were obtained from [13] though these results
o It/B
--tjJ
Fig. 5.
·20
.3)
Tt/4
<Po
sh art c.
I (tjJ)
max
over
-It 14
--~--
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-------. x 1,0 1
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I
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are also present in [11]. We conclude that from a common sense over-all
point of view TI and T3 are most attractive.
Problems/rom practice. See BARTHOLOMEW [1] who applied the likelihood-
ratio principle, and [12] Part II where M.S.S.M.P.(D) tests were con-
structed. The latter results are attractive from the practical point of
view but it is very hard to decide for which problems completely satis-
factory power-properties are obtained. We have always been rather
optimistic on this subject (see [12] and [13]) and sometimes too optimistic
as was shown by Oosterhoff and in fig. 5.
S. Q=W6(~) U W7(~). First consider testing H: () E QO=W7(lp) against
A: () E QI = W6(1p). If the test T* (respectively TI) of Section 7 is of size-a
for testing this extended hypothesis H: 0 E W7(lp) (this will be the case
if and only if 1p is sufficiently small; see Section 6, where TI obviously
is not of size-ze for the extended hypothesis), then T* (respectively TI)
is automatically M.S. size-ze (respectively strongest w.r. A) for our new
problem. The test To is M.S.S.M.P. size-x, The likelihood-ratio principle
does not provide the same test T2 as in Section 7.
In many situations the asymmetric above-mentioned Neyman-Pearson
approach is less attractive than the approach where H: () E Qo = Wo has
to be tested against the two-sided alternative A: () E Q I = W6(1p) U W7(1p).
Of course the test which rejects if and only if IX21 ~u!x is M.S.S.M.P.
unbiased size-« (see [12]). This test admits a simple interpretation: for
X2~U!x one will state "() E W6(1p)"; for X2~ ~U!'X that "() E W7(1p)". The
other approaches lead to considerable difficulties: the critical regions will
not fall apart into two different parts. A consistent 3-decision approach
to these problems was given in [12] where minimax regret somewhere
minimum risk unbiased procedures were derived.
(']'0 be continued)
